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KEY SPEAKERS, PANELISTS 
AND WORKSHOP SESSION LEADERS 

Déborah Lasry 
BNP Paribas, France 
COO Services, Brand 
Communications and Quality 
with ‘ACE MANAGER‘ 

John Pugh 
Boehringer Ingelheim 
Germany, Director for Innovation 
with ‘Syrum‘ 

Fabian Thorsager Scheffler 
Grundfos, Denmark 
HR Business Partner 
and Christian Harpelund 
Learning Architect 
with ‘Changesetter‘ 

Martina Mangelsdorf 
GAIA Insights, Switzerland  
Founder and Chief Engagement 
Officer

An Coppens 
Gamification Nation, UK 
Chief Game Changer and 
Gamification Design Expert

Helene Michel 
Grenoble École de Management 
France, Senior Professor

Roman Rackwitz 
International Gamification 
Confederation, Germany 
Deputy Chair, Gamification Guru

Phaedra Boinodiris 
IBM, US, Global Lead for Serious 
Games and Gamification, Founder 
of WomenGamers.com with ‘Innov8 
2.0‘ and ‘Innov8: CityOne‘ 

Pascal Picault 
La Poste Group, France 
Director of Formaposte 
with ‘FACTEUR ACADEMY‘ 

Anja Andersen 
Maersk Group, Denmark 
Employer Branding Leader

Fredrik Tukk 
Maersk Drilling, Denmark 
Head of Communication  
Marketing and Branding 
with ‘QUEST FOR OIL‘ 

Tim Ackermann 
PAREXEL International, Germany 
Senior Director Talent Acquisition

Noemi Biro 
PwC, Hungary, Talent Attraction 
Recruitment & Employer Branding 
Leader with ‘MULTIPOLY‘ 

Laura Hugonnet 
Suez Environnement, France 
Competencies and Training 
Project Leader

Eric de la Gueronniere 
Suez Environnement, France 
Head of Competencies Development 
and Training with the Award-Winning 
‘AMBASSADOR‘  

Magnus Købke 
Transport Sector Education 
Fund, Denmark, Project Leader 
and Game Development Head, 
with the Award-Winning ‘CARGO 
DYNASTY‘  

Tuba Sürücü 
Yapi Kredi Bank, Turkey 
Vice President, Training and 
Development Support Services 
with ‘YKB City‘ 

Carlos Barrios 
Belgium, HR Specialist, Training 
and Organizational Development 
Leader, Verified Gamification Specialist

Event Focus
Through keynote presentations, case studies, roundtables, panels 
and integrated workshop sessions, speakers will share their insights 
about implementing game design elements and game mechanics 
in the redefined HR field.

We will split the employee life-cycle (ELC) into two main parts and 
investigate how achieving points, viewing leaderboards, gaining 
badges and competing with each other can make work more fun 
and contribute to business goals.

14 -15 -16 MAY 2014

NOVOTEL PARIS EST HOTEL, PARIS, FRANCE

Applied use of game design techniques, 
game mechanics and fun in tactical HR activities

#gamifyHR

vISIT OuR WEbSITE: www.flemingeurope.com

ENDORSING PARTNERS: EXHIbITOR SPONSOR:

 LEVEL 1 – 1st  Half of the Employee Life-Cycle

Gamified RECRUITMENT and

RECRUITMENT MARKETING.

Employer BRANDING.

 LEVEL 2 – Gamification Skill-Building Workshop

The Workshop Sessions should provide 
a GOOD GROUNDING in the field, 
plus both motivate and inform those 
wanting to UPSKILL themselves.

 LEVEL 3 – 2nd Half of the Employee Life-Cycle

Games for LEARNING.

REWARDS-based, 
Gamified ENGAGEMENT.

Mario Herger, Enterprise Gamification, US 
Austrian Innovation Center Silicon Valley, Austria 
Founder and Partner, Gamification Guru

Willy Christian Kriz, ISAGA (International Simulation 
and Gaming Association), Advisory Board Member and 
Former President, Chairman of SAGSAGA (Swiss Austrian 
German Simulation and Gaming Association)

Tom Chatfield, UK, TED Speaker, Consultant 
Author of ‘How to Thrive in the Digital Age‘



Event Intro 
WORK HARD. PLAY HARD.
Gamification is already embedded in the mentality of the future 
workforce, offers highly compelling applications while HR Leaders are 
becoming more and more interested in exploring how the complete 
employee life-cycle can be targeted with a game-based 
concept.

The numbers behind this trend are quite impressive: gamification 
market is estimated to grow from $421.3 million in 2013 to $2.8 billion 
by 2016 and to $5.5 billion by 2018,  however, four out of five 
gamified applications will fail to deliver business objectives 
due to the lack of game design talent*.

Our goal with this one-of-a-kind Event is to link HR thinking and 
game design techniques in a way that is strongly aligned with 
companies‘ main business priorities while providing live examples 
of gaming experience, teamwork, and high-impact takeaways on the 
strategic approach of the topic – instead of merely offering some 
practices regarding particular applications.
* Sources: M2 Report, 2012; Markets and Markets Report, 2013; 
Gartner Gamification Report, 2012

Who will you meet?
Senior-level strategic HR Professionals and policy makers 
responsible for any stages of the employee life-cycle where 
gamification can be implemented

FROM: the corporate sector, universities, research institutes, 
associations, non-profit organizations

Get an Insider Perspective on the Evolution of 
Several Game Designs and Mechanics

Differentiating Factors
•	 Unlike	trade-shows	or	expos,	we	will	also	include	science-

based aspects to bring people to a common understanding 
of the definitions and challenges delivered by Gamification 
GURUs and pioneers of lead practices from the HR 
field

•	 Selected topics driven BY HR-minded people FOR HR 
people 

•	 One-of-a-kind	HR	Event	covering	the most critical 
succession drivers of embedding gamification in the  
employee life-cycle

•	 Delegates	can	pick and choose the most relevant 
content of the Main Summit Days and the integrated 
Workshop Day in order to tailor their Summit experience!

•	 Unique environment in one of the finest hotels of 
the French capital.  
Starting from our summit hotel to avant-garde landmarks, 
Paris will inspire, engage and call for more games!

Additional Special Features
•	 Lead-up phase - involvement opportunity for registered 

delegates: voting for the most appealing topics, creating an own 
business case, personalizing the event experience 

•	 Built-in gamified event features enabled by our event 
application (available on any device):

* earn points while participating in polls, get involved in quiz 
games, vote for best questions, or while just having fun :-)  

* collect specific badges to unlock extra scores
* stay on top of the ‚Gamification in HR Summit Leaderboard‘ and 

gaining real-life rewards at the Summit 

 Attendees will have the chance to win copies of the following 
books and to meet the authors at an onsite book signing! 

•	 ‘HOW TOs’ Round Table Session, addressing the most critical 
issues on the journey of realizing the game concept successfully

•	 GAME-BASED NETWORKING ACTIVITIES

venue at a Glance
Novotel Paris Est Hotel
1, avenue de la République Tel: +33(0)1 49 93 69 72
93177 Bagnolet Email: h0380-sb5@accor.com
The Novotel Paris Est is within easy reach of Roissy Charles de Gaulle and Orly airports, 
and 5 minutes by metro from Cimetière Père Lachaise metro station or 15 minutes 
from the Garnier opera house and the department stores. The hotel combines style, 
comfort and quality. Discover a range of services which have been designed for your 
well-being: a spacious business center, fitness room, hammam, free WIFI, undercover 
car park, snack service, restaurant and bar.

This hotel enjoys great transport links with nearby metro and tram stops making 
it ideal for visiting Paris and its sights: the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame cathedral, the 
Louvre, Champs Elysées, Parc Astérix and Disneyland. The Denovati Group

Helping You Succeed in the Digital Era

MEDIA 
PARTNERS:

booking line:  tel:  + 421 257 272 232,  fax:  + 421 255 644 490

email:  monica.jones@flemingeurope.com,  www.flemingeurope.com



  8:30 Registration and coffee

  9:00 Welcoming note from Fleming Europe

  9:05 Opening remarks from the Event Chair

Cannot make it to our summit in Paris?
Are you tight on budget? Connect live to our meeting 
room and watch the morning session on your screen. For 
further information, please visit conference website!

LEVEL 1 
GAMIFIED RECRUITMENT & EMPLOYER BRANDING DAY

  9:10 Summit KickOff Speed-Networking Game

  9:20      SuMMIT KIcKOFF KEYNOTE  
Gamification as a New Corporate Engagement Model
Key Takeaways:
•	 What	is	Gamification	and	what	makes	it	effective?
•	 Understanding	game	design	elements	and	the	behavioral	

psychology behind it
•	 Applying	gamification	in	all	parts	of	the	employee	management	

life-cycle
•	 What	are	the	required	new	mindsets	and	skills?
Mario Herger, Enterprise Gamification, US 
Austrian Innovation Center Silicon Valley, Austria 
Founder and Partner, Gamification Guru 

  9:50 ‘Recruitainment’
Key Takeaways:
•	 Traditional	recruiting	in	critical	need	of	innovation	
•	 The	need	for	more	entertaining,	engaging	recruitment
•	 Game-based	pre-qualification	of	interested	‘candidates’
•	 Taking	candidates	through	a	fun	process	instead	of	giving	them	a	

task while applying for a job
•	 Hiring	talents	who	can	stay	at	the	top	of	your	leaderboard
Co-presented by:
Roman Rackwitz, Gamification Confederation 
Germany, Deputy Chair, Gamification Guru
Tim Ackermann, PAREXEL International, Germany 
Senior Director Talent Acquisition

10:30 Speed-networking with coffee and refreshments 

11:00      cASE STuDY  The ‘Multipoly Story‘
Key Takeaways:
•	 Exploring	the	recruitment	and	employer	branding	tool	of	the	

multinational accountancy giant
•	 Revealing	the	main	milestones,	key	success		factures	and	risks	of	

failure
•	 Getting	a	snapshot	on	the	game‘s	evolution	and	the	ambitious	

future plans: Multipoly 1.0; 2.0; 3.0...... 
Noemi Biro, PwC, Hungary 
Talent Attraction,Recruitment & Employer Branding Leader

11:40      cASE STuDY  An ‘Ace‘ Project to Identify Talents 
and Strengthen Brand Awareness 
Key Takeaways:
•	 Powering	up	recruitment	programs	for	experienced	professionals	

and recent graduates - what the game‘s 5th edition can offer?
•	 Increasing	the	attrativeness	by	realistic	3D	scenarios	and	a	

dramatic storyline 
•	 Cultivating	students‘	engagement	and	loyalty	by	high	quality	

financial cases linked to BNP Paribas‘ three core business areas
Déborah Lasry, BNP Paribas, France 
COO Services, Brand Communications and Quality

12:20 ‘University Recruitment’ focused PANEL DISCUSSION
Panelists:
Mario Herger, Enterprise Gamification, US 
Austrian Innovation Center Silicon Valley, Austria 
Founder and Partner, Gamification Guru 
Roman Rackwitz, International Gamification Confederation 
Germany, Deputy Chair, Gamification Guru
Tim Ackermann, PAREXEL International, Germany 
Senior Director Talent Acquisition
Noemi Biro, PwC, Hungary 
Talent Attraction, Recruitment & Employer Branding Leader
Déborah Lasry, BNP Paribas, France 
COO Services, Brand Communications and Quality

12:50 Lunch

14:00      cASE STuDY  Cargo Dynasty - Be Your Own Entrepreneur
Key takeaways:
•	 How	this	award-winning	game	made	the	road	transport	Industry	

attractive to young people
•	 Introducing	the	“Multiplayer”	function,	which	makes	the	game	

applicable to broad target audiences and multiple levels of education
•	 The	sector-specific	challenge	of	implementing	an	advanced	learning	

game in an industry characterized by low levels of education
Magnus Købke, Transport Sector Education Fund, Denmark 
Project Leader and Game Development Head
with the Award-Winning ‚CARGO DYNASTY‘ 

14:40      cASE STuDY  Build your Employer Brand through 
Online Presence and Gamification
Key Takeaways: 
•	 Strategic	initiative/focus	on	energy	side	of	the	business	which	

starts from corporate strategy
•	 Direct	route	to	the	buy-in	from	top	management
•	 Clear	goals	–	find,	attract,	and	recruit	3000	new	employees	via	the	

new dialogue tool 
•	 How	success	is	measured	–	engagement	of	key	target	groups	
Co-presented by:
Anja Andersen, Maersk Group, Denmark 
Employer Branding Leader 
Fredrik Tukk, Maersk Drilling, Denmark 
Head of Communication, Marketing and Branding

15:30 Afternoon coffee and networking

15:50      cASE STuDY  Syrum: Pharma’s First Fully Social 
Facebook Game
•	 Run	an	own	pharmaceutical	company	and	save	the	world	from	diseases!
Key Takeaways: 
•	 Why	did	they	develop	a	game	and	why	on	Facebook?
•	 What	are	the	objectives	of	the	game?
•	 What’s	in	this	for	Boehringer	Ingelheim	and	the	industry 

in general?
•	 Next	steps	for	Professor	Syrum...
John Pugh, Boehringer Ingelheim, Germany, Director for Innovation

16:30 GAMIFIED SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT SESSION

17:00 SPECIAL FEATURE Lead Practice Round Table Sessions
Topics considered for inclusion:
1) GAMIFICATION DESIGN
2) LEGAL CONCERNS WITH GAMIFICATION 
3) STEP BY STEP IMPLEMENTATION
4) SELLING THE CONCEPT INTERNALLY
5) BRANDING THE CONCEPT EXTERNALLY
6) ... AND YOUR GAMIFICATION RELATED CHALLENGES YOU 

WOULD LIKE TO FIND AN ANSWER TO

17:30 LEVEL 1 Wrap-up: ’15 Takeaways in 15 minutes‘ Session
Participants will share their lessons learned from Day 1 and may rank 
the list of take-home ideas via the Event App

17:45 Summary from the Event Chair

18:00 Speakers and Delegates are invited to join the  
LEVEL 1 Rewarding Networking Program

WEDNESDAY  May 14, 2014 • MAIN SuMMIT DAY 1 Level 1 next Level 3Level 2

booking line:  tel:  + 421 257 272 232,  fax:  + 421 255 644 490

email:  monica.jones@flemingeurope.com,  www.flemingeurope.com



LEVEL 2  
GAMIFICATION SKILL-BUILDING WORKSHOP SESSION

  8:30 Registration and coffee

  9:00 Opening remarks from the Workshop Chair

Collect your power-ups!

  9:00 – 10:30 WORKSHOP SESSION A  
Gamification for Rookies – The Basics for Beginners
•	 What	is	Gamification	and	where	does	it	add	value?
•	 Gamification	and	Brain	Chemistry	-	why	it	works
•	 Gamification	and	different	kinds	of	Fun	-	how	it	works
•	 Gamification	beyond	Points,	Badges	and	Leaderboards	–	what	else	

works
•	 Non-digital	Gamification	and	its	Application	in	everyday	HR	Processes
Martina Mangelsdorf, GAIA Insights, Switzerland, Founder 
and Chief Engagement Officer 

10:30 – 11:00 Mid-morning refreshments

11:00 – 12:00 WORKSHOP SESSION b  
Think like a Gamification Designer to Excel at the HR 
Game
Practical workshop aimed to help structure your gamified HR 
solution. During the workshop we will be using exercises and tools 
game designers and gamification designers use. We will have an 
element of competition if you choose to participate of course.
Participants will learn 
•	 How	to	think	about	designing	a	gamification	approach
•	 Which	parts	of	the	HR	process	gamification	can	be	applied	to
•	 What	the	elements	are	of	a	solid	gamification	architecture
•	 How	to	avoid	known	pitfalls
We will aim to come up with the full design architecture for one of 
the audience pitched ideas throughout the workshop.
Be prepared to play.
An Coppens, Gamification Nation, UK, Chief Game Changer 
and Gamification Design Expert

12:00 Lunch

14:00 – 15:30 WORKSHOP SESSION c  
Complexity of Change and Organization Development 
- Gamified and Transferred into Real-Life.
•	 Learn	more	with	Grundfos	–	a	world	market	leader	in	the	pump 

and water-industry – about how the game design has been used 
to drive change implementation across the world

•	 Join	the	workshop	and	experience	the	power	of	visualization	in	
game design

•	 See	how	working	on	multiple	platforms	–	visual,	physical,	virtual	–	
can lead to a higher level of learning impact and implementation 
success

•	 Learn	how	the	HR-Business	partner	can	become	a	powerful	
change-coach and organization development enabler with just 2 
hours of training

Fabian Thorsager Scheffler, Grundfos, Denmark 
HR Business Partner 
and 
Christian Harpelund, Learning Architect 
with ‘Changesetter‘ 

15:30 – 16:00 Afternoon coffee and networking

16:00 – 17:00 WORKSHOP SESSION D  
HR Gamification’s ROI for HR
Quantifiable results and proving the alignment with main business 
priorities

Phaedra Boinodiris, IBM, US 
Global Lead for Serious Games and Gamification 
Founder of WomenGamers.com

17:00 Closing remarks from the Workshop Chair

17:10 Workshop sessions will be followed by a LEVEL 2 
Rewarding Networking Program

THURSDAY  May 15, 2014 •	MID-SuMMIT WORKSHOP DAY Level 2 next Level 3Level 1

cAN‘T MAKE IT TO OuR cONFERENcE IN PARIS?       14 May 2014 |

Wherever you are, this unique online video stream will bring you LIVE to our conference room. As a virtual participant, you will get to experience the live 
& interactive audio-video stream from the conference room. Through our online e-networking solution sli.do, you can actively take part in discussions, 
asking questions or even rate the speakers!

More information, speakers, panelists and program can be found on the 1st Day of the main conference program or at conference website:

http://human-resources.flemingeurope.com/gamification-hr-summit/live-stream
For direct website access, use your smart phone QR code scanner

start 9:10 am CET
end 12:20 am CET

booking line:  tel:  + 421 257 272 232,  fax:  + 421 255 644 490

email:  monica.jones@flemingeurope.com,  www.flemingeurope.com



  8:30 Registration and coffee

  9:00 Opening remarks from the Event Chair

LEVEL 3 
REWARDS-BASED LEARNING & GAMIFIED ENGAGEMENT DAY

  9:10      OPENING KEYNOTE 1  
Gamification in Learning Design
Key Takeaways:
•	 The	purpose	beyond	play
•	 Types	of	gamification	and	gaming	matching	with	learning	

objectives
•	 Principles	and	elements	of	gaming	simulation	in	personnel	

development
•	 Understanding	the	mechanics	of	achievement	levels	and	

motivation
•	 Feedback	and	Debriefing	as	key	factors	for	skills	development
•	 Using	games	and	game	elements	for	experience-in-action	

generating learning
•	 Helping	employees	find	their	own	‘path	to	mastery’	through	

meaningful play
Willy Christian Kriz, ISAGA (International Simulation and 
Gaming Association), Advisory Board Member and Former 
President, Chairman of SAGSAGA (Swiss Austrian German 
Simulation and Gaming Association)

  9:50      OPENING KEYNOTE 2  
Games and Rewarding the Brain: 
Understanding what gamification can and can‘t do for you
•	 Understanding	different	keys	to	emotion	in	order	to	make	

gamification meaningful
•	 Understanding	both	extrinsic	and	intrinsic	rewards,	and	how	to	

integrate game principles into a process rather than simply bolt 
them on

•	 Cutting	through	the	hype,	and	understanding	precisely	what	
gamification can and can‘t actually do for you

Tom Chatfield, UK, TED Speaker, Consultant, Author of ‘How to 
Thrive in the Digital Age‘

10:20 Morning coffee and networking

11:00      cASE STuDY  Suez Environnement‘s Lessons on the 
Award Winning ‘Ambassador‘
Key Takeaways:
•	 Critical	priorities	about	what	does	it	take	to	be	a	multiple	award	

winner with a serious game 
(‘Best Game-Based Learning 2012‘ Award, ‘Best Serious Game 
2011‘ Award)

•	 Strengthening	pride	of	belonging	to	SUEZ	ENVIRONNEMENT	with	
an induction of a serious  game 

•	 Addressing	a	module	based	on	the	sustainable	development	
roadmap to all employees all around the world 

•	 Getting	a	glimpse	into	the	new	AMBASSADOR	version	and	the	
learning methodologies behind 

Co-presented by:
Laura Hugonnet, Suez Environnement, France 
Competencies and Training Project Leader
Eric de la Gueronniere, Suez Environnement, France 
Head of Competencies Development and Training
with the Award-Winning ‘AMBASSADOR‘

Further topics considered for inclusion:
•	 Knowledge-sharing	portals	enabling	employees	to	upload	videos	

of their experiences in solving typical work-related tasks
•	 Safe	‚trial-and-error‘	learning	of	job	functions	–	Freedom	to	fail,	to	

experiment, to explore identities

12:00 FOCUSED PANEL DISCUSSION on 
Principles of ‘Good Fun AND Good Learning‘ 
Aligning Game Design Drivers with Strategic Business Objectives
Moderated by:
Carlos Barrios, Belgium, HR Specialist, Training and 
Organizational Development Leader, Verified Gamification Specialist
Panelists:
Willy Christian Kriz, ISAGA (International Simulation and 
Gaming Association), Advisory Board Member and Former 
President, Chairman of SAGSAGA (Swiss Austrian German 
Simulation and Gaming Association), Suez Environnement 
France, Competencies and Training Project Leader
Eric de la Gueronniere, Suez Environnement, France 
Head of Competencies Development and Training
with the Award-Winning ‘AMBASSADOR‘ 

12:40 Lunch

14:00 ‘Feedback-rich‘ Working Environments
Key Takeaways:
•	 Providing	highly	focused	recognition	for	employees	on	a	more	

actionable AND real-time basis
•	 ‘Feedback-loops’	combined	with	goals,	rules,	missions	and	

challenges encourages people to collaborate and to share 
knowledge in order to achieve a common goal

•	 The	impacts	of	‚instant	gratifications‘

14:30      cASE STuDY  Award-Winning Learning Motivators 
and Retention Drivers - Gamified in the YKB City.
•	 Unique	example	of	interactive	simulation	with	real	life	business	

cases, scenarios and games
•	 Catching	Generation	Y	employees’	attention	and	keeping	them	

goal-oriented and engaged
•	 Fostering		product	and	service	knowlegde	via	innovative	game	in	

an effective and enjoyable way
•	 Increasing	Participants’	motivation	on	learning	and	their	retention	

in a competitive virtual environment
•	 Creating	a	positive	environment	among	employees	by	honoring	

award-winners and creating social networking between them
Tuba Sürücü, Yapi Kredi Bank, Turkey 
Vice President, Training and Development Support Services

15:00 GAMIFIED SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT SESSION 
‘Edutainment’, Rewards-Based Learning and Engagement
Key Takeaways:
•	 The	way	from	passive	to	active	pedagogy
•	 Education	and	entertainment	reloaded	on	game-based	platforms	
•	 Leveraging	L&D	by	engaging		employees	and	providing	long-term	

fun! 

15:30      cASE STuDY  Gamified Health and Wellness 
for Employees
Key Takeaways:
•	 Putting	people	on	teams,	giving	them	points,	getting	them	to	

compete, using missions and challenges, quests and badges AND 
matching them with real-life benefits i.e. health and ‚personal 
wellness‘ 

•	 Providing	companies	the	opportunity	to	reduce	healthcare	costs	
considerably 

16:00 FOCUSED PANEL DISCUSSION on 
‘Using the Flow and Path of Rewards‘ in Performance 
Appraisals and Leadership Potential Discussions

16:15 LEVEL 3 Wrap-up: ’15 Takeaways in 15 minutes‘ Session
Participants will share their lessons learned from Day 2 and may rank 
the list of take-home ideas via the Event App

16:30 Summary and Closing from the Event Chair

16:40 Farewell Coffee and LEVEL 3 Rewarding Networking 
Program

FRIDAY  May 16, 2014 •	MAIN SuMMIT DAY 2 Level 3Level 2Level 1

I would like to thank everyone who has helped with the research and organization of this event, especially the Speakers and Expert Advisors for their support and commitment.
Victoria Szoboszlai, Production	Specialist,	Cross	Industry	/	HR	Events	|	Fleming Group-Fleming Europe 

T:  +36 1 411 1842 | F:  +36 1 411 1841 | E:  victoria.szoboszlai@flemingeurope.com |  W: http://www.flemingeurope.com

booking line:  tel:  + 421 257 272 232,  fax:  + 421 255 644 490

email:  monica.jones@flemingeurope.com,  www.flemingeurope.com



Mario Herger, Enterprise Gamification, US 
Austrian Innovation Center Silicon Valley 
Austria, Founder and Partner, Gamification Guru
Mario Herger had been Senior Innovation Strategist 
at SAP Labs in Palo Alto, California and Global Head of 
the Gamification Initiative at SAP where he had worked 
for 15 years. He is the founder and partner of Enterprise 
Gamification and he also co-founded in 2013 and leads 

the Austrian Innovation Center Silicon Valley (AICSV). In his work as head 
of the Gamification Initiative at SAP he has encountered and supported 
gamification efforts in the enterprise from multiple levels and departments, 
like Sustainability, On Demand, Mobile, HR, Training & Education, Banking 
etc. He has driven the awareness around gamification by organizing and 
leading innovation events around this topic, holding dozens of one- or 
two-day gamification workshops, working with gamification platform- & 
service-providers and game studios, consulting and advising organizations, 
and by incorporating gamification into SAP‘s strategy. Thanks to his blogs 
and activities around gamification, and of course people interested in this 
topic, in April 2013 he topped for the first time the global leaderboard of 
Gamification Gurus. He has been driving communities for more than 15 years, 
including communities on innovative topics, like Visual Composer, Business 
Process Experts, mobile, robotics, and gamification, but also folk-dancing 
(Dancilla). He has a PhD in Chemical Engineering from the Vienna University 
of Technology and an undergraduate degree in International Business 
Management from the Vienna University of Economy. He is the author of the 
following books Gamification @ Work: Designing Engaging Business Software 
(co-author with Janaki Kumar) and Enterprise Gamification - Exploiting people 
by letting them have fun. He recently played through all levels of the iPad 
game Air Attack and currently works with his six year old son on reaching the 
final level of Angry Birds in Space.

Déborah Lasry, BNP Paribas, France 
COO Services, Brand Communications and Quality
Mrs. Lasry is a graduate of European Business School and 
has over 15 years of experience in Brand Communications 
and Public Relations within BNP Paribas Group and 
Disneyland Paris. She has managed substantial projects 
related to brand awareness and reputation, and organized 
major domestic and international events for BNP PARIBAS 

Group since 1998. Her responsibilities as Senior Project Manager of the Ace 
Manager business game include organizing a worldwide banking competition 
for students to increase global brand awareness, building the employer 
brand among the top business schools and universities worldwide, deploying 
presence on social networks (Facebook & Twitter: 30 000 fans and followers) 
and participating in domestic and international campus events. During the 
management of Ace Manager project, she successfully coordinates a global 
network composed of HR professionals, communication officers and school 
management staff and creates synergies within this network. Ace Manager 
is a very complex project for her requiring  daily communication with young 
students and the identification of talents. 

John Pugh, Boehringer Ingelheim 
Germany, Director for Innovation
John Pugh (@johnpugh) leads the Global Digital Innovation 
Team at Boehringer Ingelheim’s Global Centre in Germany. 
With a background as a culture journalist and Internet 
start-up entrepreneur, he has over 18 year’s media 
experience, 12 of them in digital. John is responsible for 

driving Boehringer Ingelheim’s global digital strategy and is regularly cited as 
a global thought leader in the field. His latest endeavor is a social game called 
Syrum. For interviews, presentations and more visit about.me/john_pugh 

Roman Rackwitz, International Gamification 
Confederation, Germany 
Deputy Chair, Gamification Guru
Roman Rackwitz is a Gamification Pioneer from Germany. 
As the founder of Engaginglab he leads the first established 
Gamification Agency within the german speaking countries 
(D-A-CH). He is rated a Top 15 Gamification Guru in 
the World by Leaderboarded, and is a Partner at the 

Enterprise Gamification. Roman also is the Chair at GamifyCon, Germany‘s 
first Gamification Conference and co-founded GamFed, the worlds first 
Gamification Association. “Gamification is the usage of human-focused-
design within reality, to drive engagement & motivation in a non-game 
context. The amazing thing about human motivation is that if you can 
tap into it properly, there’s a never-ending supply of it.” By combining the 
disciplines of neuroscience, psychology & game-design-thinking Roman helps 
organizations to gamify processes. Inspired by the best practice examples 
of how to motivate people we are reverse-engineering what makes games 
effective and graft that into business environments.

Willy Christian Kriz, ISAGA (International 
Simulation and Gaming Association) 
Advisory Board Member and Former President 
Chairman of SAGSAGA (Swiss Austrian German 
Simulation and Gaming Association)
Willy Christian Kriz, born 1968, earned his PhD 1999 in 
Psychology from University of Vienna. His master thesis 
was on “Attractors in the process of construction of mental 

models” (applying chaos theory and selforganization theory of synergetics to 
the construction of meaning and mental models) and his PhD thesis was on 
“Training of systems-competence with gaming simulation”. He was assistant 
professor for Business and Psychology at University of Linz (Austria) and 
assistant professor for Organizational Psychology and Consulting at LMU 
University of Munich (Germany). Since 2005 he is full professor for Human 
Resource Management, Organizational Behaviour, Leadership and Change 
Management at the FHV, Austria, and he was/is lecturer at Universities 
in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Peru, Japan, USA and India. He is 
working as a researcher, lecturer, trainer and designer with different forms of 
simulations and games for a whole range of purposes, including education 
in systems-management, personnel and team development and senior 
management training, facilitation of real organizational change processes 
and support of managerial decision-making for transforming of complex 
socio-technical systems. He is author of 14 books and about 125 papers 
and received 4 best paper awards. He has presented more than 100 papers 
and keynotes at conferences worldwide. As expert in Gaming & Simulation 
methods he was founder and is chairman of SAGSAGA (Swiss Austrian 
German Simulation and Gaming Association), was for 12 years executive 
board member, actually advisory board member and 2004/2005 president 
of ISAGA (International Simulation and Gaming Association), he organize(d) 
two ISAGA conferences, he is founder and was 10 years director of the annual 
ISAGA Summer school and organized Summer schools on game design in 
Germany, Poland, Austria, Italy, India, Romania, Suriname, Estonia, USA and 
Japan. He is editorial board member of the Journal Simulation & Gaming. As 
researcher he works on the theory-based evaluation of gaming simulation 
effects. He was for example 2003-2005 scientific director of a European Union 
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Project within the Leonardo-da-Vinci Program: “The Simulation of Economic 
Processes and Decision Making as a Training Module”. 2007-2012 he was 
head of evaluation of the annual “exist-PriME-cup” (a national management 
and entrepreneurship gaming simulation contest for students of more than 
150 participating German universities) for the exist-program of the German 
Ministry of Technology and Economy.

Tom Chatfield, UK, TED Speaker, Consultant 
Author of ‘How to Thrive in the Digital Age‘
Tom Chatfield is a leading writer and thinker on technology 
and digital culture, and has consulted for firms ranging 
from Google and Teach for All to SAGE and Mind Candy. 
A prolific author, Tom’s five books have been published in 
over a dozen languages and include: How to thrive in the 
Digital Age (2012), which explores what our newly ‘wired 

lives’ are, for better or worse, doing to our minds; 50 digital ideas you really 
need to know (2011), which navigates the muddy world of internet concepts 
and mechanics; Activism or Slacktivism? (2011), which explores the potential 
disruptions and limits of digital campaigning; and Fun Inc: Why games are 
the 21st century’s most serious business (2010), which explores what the 
worlds of business and culture can learn from video games. Tom’s most recent 
book, Netymology (2013), explores the language of the internet, telling the 
remarkable stories behind the terms and technologies that define our present. 
A TED Global speaker and faculty member at Alain de Botton’s School of Life in 
London, Tom lectures and broadcasts internationally, and is a regular on BBC 
radio and television. His contributions also regularly appear in print media 
such as the Independent, Guardian, Observer, Sunday Times, Mail on Sunday, 
Evening Standard, New Statesman, Prospect, New Scientist, Wired, Aeon and 
the TLS in the UK, and many others internationally.

Fabian Thorsager Scheffler 
Grundfos, Denmark, HR Business Partner
Fabian is HR Business Partner at Grundfos, the largest pump 
manufacturer in the world. He supports 90 managers on 
different levels in 7 different production sites in Denmark. 
His primary focus is organization- and leadership-
development and change management. As part of the 
Grundfos lean journey towards a perfect improvement 

culture to increase value for our business and our customers, he and Christian 
Harpelund have tailored the Changesetter game concept to guide managers 
through both their organisational and individual change process. In this case 
gamification has ambitiously been used to develop and improve leadership, as 
well as bringing the Grundfos culture to another level.

and

Christian Harpelund, Learning Architect
Christian is an entrepreneur and the creator of several 
companies and products. His current role is founder of, 
partner in and Chief Development Officer (CDO) of Relation 
Technologies, Denmark. Christian has developed designs 
for organizational learning and development since 2003. 
In this context, he has published a detailed ludography 
of training and learning games, as well as several written 

publications on management and organizational development. Christian 
works as a consultant and game facilitator across all sectors and industries 
and has experience in applied organizational psychology in many countries 
and cultures.

Martina Mangelsdorf 
GAIA Insights, Switzerland 
Founder and Chief Engagement Officer 
Martina is a facilitator, trainer, speaker and author, 
specialized in talent engagement for Generation Y. Her 
company GAIA Insights is a boutique firm offering leadership 
development specifically designed for the next generation of 
leaders. All activities are engineered around the principles 

of GOLD™ - Game Oriented Leadership Development. By catering to their 
specific generational values, this cutting-edge methodology hits the mark of 
Gen Y with their fun-loving and socializing attitude, constantly seeking self-
expression and emotional engagement. Leveraging gamification to trigger 
and enhance employee engagement is key when it comes to motivating and 
retaining the workforce of the future. With a background of more than a 
decade in corporate staffing and talent management, Martina is a passionate 
human resources professional who knows what she’s talking about. Prior 

to founding GAIA Insights, she held leadership roles at EMDS Group in 
Belgium, at DuPont de Nemours in Spain, and at Novartis Pharmaceuticals 
in Switzerland, the US and Latin America. Now working with clients globally, 
Martina helps organizations engage, develop and retain Gen Y talent. She 
also acts as the European Director of the 2020 Workplace Network™.

An Coppens, Gamification Nation, UK, Chief 
Game Changer and Gamification Design Expert
An Coppens is the Chief Game Changer at Gamification 
Nation Ltd, which offers gamification design services and 
online learning programs which are designed to encourage 
winning behaviours and improve business results in the 
areas of sales, recruitment, learning and productivity. She is 
an award winning business coach, learning & development 

professional, author and speaker. She is a prolific blogger on the topic through 
www.gamificationnation.com and tweets under her Twitter alter ego @
GamificationNat. She is the author of ‘Leading the boss in the mirror’, a book, 
which teaches people smart and practical ways to reduce their stress levels and 
is the culmination of her work with high achievers in her coaching practice. 
Her second book “Attracting IT graduates to your business” was written for 
Impackt Publishing and is aimed to help organisations with small HR teams 
to be creative in their graduate attraction strategies (it includes a chapter on 
gamification as one option). She is currently working on her 3rd book called 
“Gamification in business”, which will be published later this year. She was a 
guest expert contributor on the RTE (Irish television) show ‘How long will you 
live since it’s pilot series and continued to contribute throughout all following 
series. Her clients nominated her for the European Coaching Achievement 
Award and proved to the European Coaching Institute that they had achieved 
lasting benefits from working with An as their coach. In her career to date An 
has worked in learning and development and change management roles for 
Modern Times Group, Xigma Management Consultants, Philips Electronics 
and Arthur Andersen Business Consulting. For 10 years An ran a successful 
business coaching practice in Cork, Ireland with B/Right Business Coaching. 
She holds a BA (Hon) in International Marketing and languages from Dublin 
City University and an MBA from the Open University Business School in the 
UK. She holds a gamification master qualification from the Engagement 
Alliance and has completed a number of online gamification courses.

Phaedra Boinodiris 
IBM, US, Global Lead for Serious Games and 
Gamification, Founder of WomenGamers.com
As producer of IBM‘s award-winning INNOV8 series of 
serious games, today Phaedra Boinodiris is responsible 
for IBM‘s broader global serious games and gamification 
strategy, leading their global effort of leveraging games 
to provide greater agility for businesses and organizations 

industry-wide. In 2010, Boinodiris was made responsible for IBM’s serious 
games strategy for the US Public Sector mainly focusing on US Defense. 
Her strategies for evolving serious games have been championed by 4-Star 
generals and she has presented her ideas for advanced process optimization 
games to the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff at the Pentagon and to 
the head of DARPA. She has keynoted two NATO Summits and continues to co-
chair serious games summits internationally. Boinodiris‘ earlier work in serious 
games are being used in over 1000 schools worldwide to teach students the 
fundamentals of business optimization. Upon first joining IBM, she incubated 
IBM’s first games for marketing program creating the top leading generating 
assets on the Internet for IBM. Boinodiris was honored by Women in Games 
International as one of the top 100 women in the games industry. Prior to 
working at IBM, she was a serial entrepreneur for 14 years where she co-
founded WomenGamers.Com, a popular women’s gaming portal. There she 
subsequently started the first scholarship for women to pursue degrees in 
game design and development in the US. Boinodiris happily mentors business 
school students at her alma-mater UNC-Chapel Hill.

Anja Andersen, Maersk Group, Denmark 
Employer Branding Leader 
Anja Andersen is Corporate Brand Manager in shipping 
and energy conglomerate Maersk. Anja has more than 
seven years of experience with project management 
within different areas such as Marketing, Communication, 
Management, Events and Conferences. Anja has a great 
way of putting vision in to action and risk to take the road 

less traveled.  She believes that if you can dream it, you can do it.
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Fredrik Tukk, Maersk Drilling, Denmark 
Head of Communication, Marketing and Branding
Fredrik is an experienced leader with extensive knowledge 
within Strategy, Change Management, Communication, 
Operational Efficiency, Social Media and Internet. He has 
wide international experience from Change Management 
with the ability to see the commercial opportunities even 
within highly technical areas. Fredrik is succesful with 

multicultural teams in cross boarder projects which deliver results that 
lasts. Fredrik has a broad professional background both in managment 
consulting (Arthur Andersen/Celerant/Framfab), in the industry (Energy/
Oil/Telekom/Automotive/Process/ Manufacturing) as well as with start-
ups. Fredrik‘s specialities include Corporate Strategy, Change Management, 
Process improvement, Performance Management, Operational strategy and 
implementation, Marketing & Branding.

Tim Ackermann, PAREXEL International 
Germany, Senior Director Talent Acquisition 
Tim Ackermann is a seasoned HR and talent acquisition 
expert with over 15 years in various industries at companies 
such as Deutsche Bank, Microsoft and Swarovski. Recently 
Tim joined Parexel International as Senior Director Talent 
Acquisition EMEA, India, Japan, and Taiwan. Besides he is 
teaching HR Management, Recruitment and Organization 

at the International School of Management, Munich. Tim is a founding 
member of Queb e.V. the (German) Association for Quality Employer Branding 
and actively engaged in the harmonization of the European higher education 
with fibaa e.V..

Noemi Biro, PwC, Hungary, Talent Attraction 
Recruitment & Employer Branding Leader
Noémi is a Talent Attraction,Employer Branding and 
Recruitment Leader with ~8 years of experience within 
agency and corporate recruitment including several years of 
people management experience. She joined PwC Hungary 
in January 2010 ,she is leading and driving the Hungarian 
Recruitment Team and their activities cover several areas 

from selection, talent attraction to employer branding, including experience 
and graduate recruitment as well. Noémi also had the chance spending some 
time in London gathering and sharing best practices from PwC UK teams.
Additionally as she is part of the PwC Global Recruitment Network she can 
exchange freshly new ideas,and thoughts from all over the world.Noémi is 
managing several projects about recruitment process efficiency,employer 
branding in the CEE region as well. Noémi has been starting to built up a 
consequent employer brand in the Hungarian labour market, first of all, in 
order to achieve the „employer of choice“ position among graduates. If you 
are thinking about the competitors, the other Big4 firms, it doesn‘t seem 
easy that‘s why Noémi and her team had to create something unique which 
resonates the most with the students interests. She believes that based on the 
new generation‘s (X,Y,Z....) - sometimes really challenging - needs, it seems 
that PwC Multipoly is the best solution for following the trends and be a step 
ahead of it.And that‘s  one of the key success factors of attracting talents. 
Why? Because it‘s fun playing with it, it looks cool, it provides value and 
knowledge but certainly not in a boring way!

Laura Hugonnet, Suez Environnement 
France, Competencies and Training Project Leader
After starting her career in recruitment in a French industrial 
Group, Laura Hugonnet joined SUEZ ENVIRONNEMENT 
as Competencies and Training Project Leader. Web 2.0 
and collaborative tools have a significant place in her 
position as she is animating the Competencies and Training 
Network of the Group through an online community as 

well as coordinating e-learning activities. Also, she’s in charge of deploying 
AMBASSADOR within the Group and had to pilote the Serious Game upgrade 
for further deployment in 2013. 

Eric de la Gueronniere, Suez Environnement 
France, Head of Competencies Development and 
Training with the Award-Winning ‘AMBASSADOR‘
With two awards: best serious game 2011 (Serious Game 
Expo, Lyon) and Best Game Based learning (E-Learning 
Journal Awards 2012, Hanovre), Ambassador is the 
induction serious game of SUEZ ENVIRONNEMENT based 
on the sustainable development policy of the Group and 

available in five languages for all employees wherever they are in the world. 
Eric de La Guéronnière, competencies development and training Director of 
SUEZ ENVIRONNEMENT since 2009 has carried the success of this project. 
He is convinced that the integration of new information technology into the 
curriculum learning is a key element to empower people in their process of 
professional development throughout their careers. Eric de La Guéronnière 
started in 2000 in the HR function as Training Director of Lyonnaise des 
Eaux, French subsidiary of the Group. With an Engineering degree, his first 
jobs were as manager of IT department in France and abroad and manager 
of a water production department in the western suburb of Paris. He also 
teaches at the Faculty of Paris 8 and for the Chair Water for All, ParisTech 
SUEZ ENVIRONNEMENT International Executive Master.

Magnus Købke, Transport Sector Education 
Fund, Denmark, Project Leader and Game 
Development Head 
with the Award-Winning ‘CARGO DYNASTY‘
Mr. Købke has a long practical career in the transportation 
industry, supplemented by an educational exam. For 15 
years Købke has been responsible for numerous projects 
which have the common denominator to increase the level 

of content and quality of Transport Training Programs, especially for truck 
drivers and Warehouse workers in Denmark, and among other things he 
has been responsible for the development and implementation of education 
programs where Top-Of-the Range simulators are included. Another 
workspace for Købke is future recruitment and retention of existing employees. 
In 2010 he started a study on the possibility of using a computer game in the 
struggle to get young people interested in choosing the Transport Industry as 
a career option. In April 2013 the learning game Cargo Dynasty was released 
in Denmark. In November 2013 Cargo Dynasty was given the Award “Best 
Serious Game 2013” in Bilbao, Spain. In the coming month Købke will work 
on how to implement Cargo Dynasty into the primary schools.

Tuba Sürücü, Yapi Kredi Bank, Turkey 
Vice President, Training and Development Support 
Services with ‘YKB City‘
Tuba Sürücü, Business Development and Training Support 
Services Vice President in Yapı Kredi Banking Academy, is 
responsible for designing and implementing alternative 
learning technologies, establishing strong alliances with 
academic world and corporate universities, consulting 

holding companies to structure L&D departments and foster their training 
effectiveness and establishing corporate universities. She has been working for 
Yapi Kredi Bank, a joint venture company between Koc and UniCredit Groups 
with 17.000 employees, to support companies strategies by developing  
innovative development initiatives. She has a B.ed degree in Educational 
Sciences.
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Tom Chatfield: How to Thrive in the Digital Age
A short, sharp guide in the bestselling series edited by philosopher Alain de Botton, exploring what it means to use technology 
well in the 21st century. Over half of the planet’s adult population now spend more of their waking hours ‘plugged in’ than not, 
whether to the internet, mobile telephony, or other digital media. What effect is this need for constant connection really having? 
Tom Chatfield examines what our wired life is really doing to our minds and our culture - and offers practical advice on how we can 
prosper in a digital century, as gourmets at an unprecedented feast of opportunities and challenges.

Juan J. F. Valera Mariscal: Gamificación en la Empresa  - Gamification in the Enterprise
This is the firstbook of its kind in Spanish specializing in Human resources and internal Gamification. It has quickly become 
a reference for the Spanish speaking population worldwide, for those who want to have a comprehensive introduction of how 
Gamification is applied in companies. Apart from Gamification it self, this book unveils management elements that closely link 
to Internal Gamification such as: leadership, organizational culture, communication, etc. Furthermore, this little gem of about 
200 pages, offer a broad view of the psychological foundation of gamification. As the reader progresses throughout the book 
he is motivated to achieve different levels while unlocking meaningful case study examples, and winingbadges. The book offers 
interaction through use of QR codes and tiny URLs that open videos, apps, documents etc. and connects the reader with the author 
and other readers sharing their experiences through social networks. Juan J. F. Valera Mariscal is a Psychologist-Coach Executive, 
Human Resources Expert and Gamification Head at Facthum as well as in charge of institutional relations at ANAGAM (Spanish 
Gamification Association). He is the author of „Gamificación en la Empresa“ and collaborating in the assessment-game project 
Delphos 3D. He has held senior positions including Human Resources Manager in several companies. Juan has trained over 5000 
professionals in some of the largest and most high recognized companies in Spain such as: BBVA, Renault, Man, Suzuki, Ministerio 
de Administraciones Públicas, CIEMAT, Air Bus, IBM, Vodafone, Telefónica, Philips Morris, Endesa, Yoigo, etc. Juan also teaches at 
various universities and business schools throughout Spain and also Latin America and Africa: Campus BBVA, Camilo José Cela 
University, AEDE Business School and IED (Instituto Europeo di Design),…

Phaedra Boinodiris with Peter Fingar: Serious Games for Business
Using an innovative multimedia format, this book turns the inevitable alphabet soup of gamification terms into a gourmet delight 
with true business substance. Readers will no doubt find themselves exploring the book‘s concepts through the 60+ videos, articles 
and lectures cited with tiny URLs and smart phone QR Codes, all of which jump off the printed page to provide further insights 
from recognized experts. In the business world, gamification has typically leveraged badges, points and leaderboards in the hopes 
of engaging people. This falls far short of the potential of what gamification can do for businesses. On one end of the spectrum, 
businesses can use game design techniques in ways that are not overtly game-like to fully engage customers, partners, and 
employees. When well implemented, gamification can transform a work culture by cultivating deep emotional connections, high 
levels of active participation, and long-term relationships that drive business value. On the other end of the spectrum, businesses can 
utilize strategy games, simulation games, and role-playing games as means to teach, drive operational efficiencies, and innovate. 
In this book you will explore the many aspects of using gamification in business and find case studies describing how organizations 
have embraced social collaboration using playful design to reap tremendous value. 

An Coppens: Attracting IT Graduates to Your Business
In the competitive IT hiring market, the best candidates are often snapped up by big companies before they even graduate, so what 
can you do to attract them to work for you? The new generation of IT graduates have their own values and each industry has specific 
recruitment techniques, and the savvy hiring manager needs to know about both in order to attract the very best graduates. 
Author An Coppens tells you what to do in this practical guide, Attracting IT Graduates to Your Business. This practical guide 
gives hiring managers an insight into the new generation of graduates and what helps them make decisions. Featuring examples 
of recruitment strategies that have worked for some of the great names in the IT industry such as Google and Microsoft, this book 
translates their strategies into practical tips so you can implement them in your organisation’s recruitment process. Written in a 
clear and accessible style by an experienced manager, this book gives you comprehensive step-by-step instructions on effectively 
attracting the top IT graduates to your company. Damian Boylan, local area candidate for Blarney/Macroom LEA at Fine Gael says 
“An is a professional with the ability to help you change both your professional and personal life. If you need focus, need to deal 
with a issue or phobia, or need to get you and your team to the next level then any money spent with An is an investment which 
will be recouped many times over.” In this book you will learn from the companies that are high up on the ‘best places to work 
for’ lists and will be shown how you can replicate their tactics no matter how big or small your budget. Along the way you will 
define your unique selling points and the benefits of working for your organisation. You will also uncover the secrets behind social 
media networks for recruitment and how you can make the most of this medium and create an attractive online presence to ensure 
you get the top talent. An Coppens is the Chief Game Changer at Gamification Nation Ltd, where the vision is to make business 
and learning more fun and engaging. She is an award winning business coach, learning & development professional, author and 
speaker. She has worked around Europe with large multinational organisations as well as with entrepreneurs on topics ranging 
from engagement, leadership to work life balance. She is an expert on business coaching and work life balance for Irish television. 
With Gamification Nation, An offers online learning programs to assist organizations with creating lasting experiences customers 
remember, by applying game psychology and game design techniques to non-game situations. She was recently ranked in the top 
100 gamification consultants and innovators of 2013 with her Twitter alter ego @GamificationNat. 
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will grant your readers a discount

If you wish to become a media partner for one of our upcoming 
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Eva Baskova / Marketing Director 
Fleming Europe, bratislava, Slovak Republic
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F:  + 421 255 644 490
E:  eva.baskova@flemingeurope.com
W:	http://www.flemingeurope.com
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•	 Exhibit	in	front	of	top	professionals	in	the	networking	area
•	 Present	your	professional	business	solutions
•	 Improve	your	visibility	within	the	industry
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•	 Take	advantage	of	the	attendance	of	leading	companies,	

associations and top specialists.
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Kitti Mankovics / business Development Manager
Fleming Europe, budapest, Hungary
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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

TIMING EVENT LOCATION

5-6	June	2014		 9th  Annual Pharma HR Forum on ‚change-Agility‘ Barcelona

25-26-27	June	2014	 4th corporate universities and corporate Le@rning Summit Brussels

25-26 September 2014 SMAc-Driven Digital Era Leadership Masterclass tba

October 2014 4th Annual Global HR Forum tba
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If you wish to share your executive HR expertise or strategic case 
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Victoria Szoboszlai / Production Specialist 
cross Industry / HR Events, Fleming Group-Fleming Europe

T: +36 1 411 1842    F: +36 1 411 1841
E: victoria.szoboszlai@flemingeurope.com
W: http://www.flemingeurope.com
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